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Abstract
In general the implementation of a software product line
leads to a high degree of variability within the software architecture. For an effective development and deployment it
is necessary to resolve variation points within the architecture and source code automatically during product/variant
derivation. Given the complexity of most software systems
tool support is necessary for these tasks. This tutorial familiarizes the audience with different tools and their underlying concepts that help to automate the product derivation
process. After beginning on the level of features models and
feature selections the tutorial covers various topics down
to level of source code organization and language issues.
Thereby, the presenters provide valuable insights about how
to put product line engineering into practice.

1. Motivation
Feature models are the most commonly used modeling
concept for the description of commonality and variability
in the context of software product lines. However, often
these models are merely used to document the results of
the domain analysis. In contrast to this, with proper tool
support it is possible to connect feature models with the
solution space, i.e. the architecture and code of the product line implementation, and, thereby, gain traceability and
even an automated feature-driven product derivation process. New product variants can be derived simply by the
selecting desired features. This reduces the application engineering costs and helps to keep the product line platform
manageable.
Today several approaches to feature-driven product
derivation can be used. There are simple ones such as
feature-driven asset selection or more complex approaches
such as the combination of feature models with modeldriven software development. For product line architects
and developers it is crucial for long-term success to know
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the benefits as well as the limits of these feature model
based derivation techniques. The aim of this tutorial is to
provide an overview on the most important product derivation techniques and, thus, help product line architects and
developers to choose the right technique for their specific
SPLD demands.

2. Example
This tutorial shows how feature models combined with
appropriate tools can provide this support [3]. An example
for simple feature-driven file selection is shown in figure 1.
The screenshots were taken from the pure::variants1 variant
management system. In step (1) the user selects all desired
features from the feature model. The solution space consists
of a family model and a component repository. The family
model maps features on logical implementation components
(2), which in turn are mapped on physical implementation
files. The thereby determined set of implementation files for
a concrete configuration is copied into a target directory and
finally compiled and linked into the actual product variant,
which is a weather station software in this example.

3. Contents
At the beginning of the tutorial the importance of the
separation of problem space modeling and solution space
modeling is discussed. This followed by a description of
various techniques that connect both spaces. We start with
simple tool supported asset selection and move on to approaches with increasing generative power such as featuredriven aspect selection or feature-driven code generation.
Each of the approaches is evaluated with a common scheme
that helps to understand the specific pros and cons. Eventually, an overview on all covered approaches provides a
direct comparison.
The tutorial is accompanied by short demonstrations of
the presented concepts with freely available tools, namely
AspectC++ [6], Feature Modeling Plug-In [1], oAW [4],
1 www.pure-systems.com
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5. Intended Audience
The tutorial is intended for practitioners from industry
(SPL Novice to Intermediate). Attendees should have a
basic understanding of software design. Some knowledge
about software product lines in general is helpful.
Figure 1. Example: problem space/solution
space connection in the pure::variants variant management system.

pure::variants [2], XVCL [5] and, thereby, gives attendees
pointers to useful tools when the concepts shall be put into
practice.
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